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Abstract We consider the problem of learning a Gaus-
sian variational approximation to the posterior distri-
bution for a high-dimensional parameter, where we im-
pose sparsity in the precision matrix to reflect appro-
priate conditional independence structure in the model.
Incorporating sparsity in the precision matrix allows
the Gaussian variational distribution to be both flexible
and parsimonious, and the sparsity is achieved through
parameterization in terms of the Cholesky factor. Ef-
ficient stochastic gradient methods which make appro-
priate use of gradient information for the target distri-
bution are developed for the optimization. We consider
alternative estimators of the stochastic gradients which
have lower variation and are more stable. Our approach
is illustrated using generalized linear mixed models and
state space models for time series.
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1 Introduction
Bayesian inference provides a principled way of com-
bining data with prior beliefs through the application
of Bayes’ rule. The posterior distribution is, however,
often intractable and simulation-based Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have become a central
tool in Bayesian computation. In recent years, varia-
tional methods (Jordan et al., 1999) have also emerged
as an important alternative to MCMC, providing fast
approximate inference for complex, high-dimensional
models. Unlike MCMC, which can be made arbitrar-
ily accurate, variational methods make certain simpli-
fying assumptions about the posterior density (e.g. a
tractable form q(θ) where θ denotes the vector of vari-
ables) and seek to optimize the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence DKL(q||p) between q(θ) and the true posterior
p(θ|y) subject to these assumed restrictions. While ear-
lier research on variational methods concentrated on
conjugate models with analytically tractable expecta-
tions under which the variational Bayes approach (At-
tias, 1999) yields efficient closed-form updates (Winn
and Bishop, 2005), recent focus considers stochastic
gradient approximation methods (Robbins and Monro,
1951) for non-conjugate models (e.g. Paisley et al.,
2012; Salimans and Knowles, 2013). Further discus-
sion of the literature is deferred to Section 2. Rohde
and Wand (2015) give a nice recent summary of alter-
natives to stochastic gradient approaches for handling
non-conjugacy in the variational Bayes framework.
Titsias and La´zaro-Gredilla (2014) propose a sim-
ple yet effective variational method known as “dou-
bly stochastic variational inference”, where the approx-
imating density is parameterized in terms of its mean
µ and a lower triangular scale matrix L. An efficient
stochastic gradient algorithm is then developed for op-
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timizing µ and L by (1) parameterizing the vector of
variables θ as Lz + µ where z is a random variable
that can be sampled easily from a base distribution that
does not depend on the variational parameters (see also
Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014) and
(2) sub-sampling from the data. The stochastic gradi-
ents constructed in this manner are “doubly stochastic”
as they are built upon two sources of stochasticity that
comes from sampling from the variational distribution
and the full data set. This approach is very general in
that it can be applied to any model where the joint den-
sity is differentiable. Unlike variational Bayes, it does
not assume independence relationships among blocks
of an appropriate partition of θ. Such independence as-
sumptions have been shown to result in underestima-
tion of the posterior variance (Wang and Titterington,
2005; Bishop, 2006). The quality of the resulting ap-
proximation is thus limited only by how well the form
of q(θ) matches the true posterior. Using this approach,
Kucukelbir et al. (2016) develop an automatic differen-
tiation variational inference (ADVI) algorithm in Stan,
where q(θ) is assumed to be either a diagonal (mean-
field) or unrestricted Gaussian variational approxima-
tion. Constrained variables are transformed to the real
line via Stan’s library of transformations and the gradi-
ents are computed using Monte Carlo integration. They
note that while unrestricted ADVI is able to capture
posterior correlations and hence produces more accu-
rate marginal variance estimates than mean field ADVI,
it can be prohibitively slow for large data since the num-
ber of variational parameters scales as the square of the
length of θ.
In this article, we consider variational approxima-
tions which take the form of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution N(µ,Σ) for models with high-dimensional
parameters (µ denotes the mean and Σ the covariance
matrix). However, instead of expressing Σ as LLT and
optimizing L (the Cholesky factor of Σ) as in Tit-
sias and La´zaro-Gredilla (2014) and Kucukelbir et al.
(2016), we parameterize the optimization problem in
terms of the Cholesky factor of the precision matrix.
This parameterization is important as it provides an av-
enue to impose a sparsity structure in the precision ma-
trix that reflects conditional independence relationships
in the posterior. This sparsity structure reduces com-
putational complexity greatly and enables fast infer-
ence for models with a large number of variables with-
out having to assume independence relationships in the
posterior. We demonstrate how our approach can be ap-
plied to generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) and
state space models (SSMs) for time series data. Assum-
ing that the number of global variables is small com-
pared to the number of local variables, our approach
reduces the number of variational parameters to be up-
dated in each iteration from O(n2) to O(n), where n
denotes the number of subjects in GLMMs and the
length of time series in SSMs. In this way, the accu-
racy of using a unrestricted lower triangular matrix L
can be achieved at the computational cost (same order
of magnitude) of using a diagonal matrix L.
Recently, several classes of richer variational approx-
imations which go beyond factorized (mean-field) ap-
proximating densities and which are able to reflect the
posterior dependence structure to varying degrees have
been proposed (e.g. Gershman et al., 2012; Salimans
and Knowles, 2013). Rezende and Mohamed (2015) pro-
pose the specification of the approximate posterior us-
ing normalizing flows. Starting with say simple factor-
ized distributions, highly flexible and complex approxi-
mate posteriors are constructed by transforming the ini-
tial density through a sequence of invertible mappings
which perform expansions or contractions of the prob-
ability mass in targeted regions. The resulting chain of
transformed densities is known as a normalizing flow.
The authors show that true posterior can be recov-
ered asymptotically under the Langevin flow, thus over-
coming an important limitation of variational inference.
Ranganath et al. (2016) propose hierarchical variational
models which are built by placing a prior distribution
on the parameters of a mean-field variational approxi-
mation and then proceeding to integrate out the mean-
field parameters. They specify the prior using normal-
izing flows and demonstrate that the hierarchical vari-
ational model achieves better performance in terms of
perplexity and held-out likelihood for deep exponential
families (Ranganath et al., 2015). Structured stochastic
variational inference (Hoffman and Blei, 2015) is a gen-
eralization of stochastic variational inference to allow
dependencies between global and local variables. In the
approximating density, independence is assumed only
among elements in the global variables and among the
local variables conditional on the global variables. De-
pendence between a local variable and the global vari-
ables is captured via a local parameter defined implic-
itly as the point at which the local evidence lower bound
is maximized.
Archer et al. (2016) develop “black-box” variational
inference (Ranganath et al., 2014) for SSMs, where a
Gaussian variational approximation is considered for
the latent states. To capture the temporal correlation
structure, the precision matrix is assumed to be a block
tri-diagonal matrix. While related, our approach differs
from Archer et al. (2016) in several aspects. For the
SSMs application, we consider a joint Gaussian vari-
ational approximation for the model parameters and
latent states while Archer et al. (2016) assume that
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the model parameters are known and consider a Gaus-
sian approximate posterior for the latent states only.
Secondly, we optimize the Cholesky factor of the pre-
cision matrix directly while Archer et al. (2016) con-
sider other parameterizations such as defining the ap-
proximate posterior through a product of Gaussian fac-
tors and parameterizing the mean and blocks in the
tri-diagonal inverse covariance using neural networks.
Third, we consider a more general sparsity structure
in the precision matrix, which reflects the conditional
independence structures in the posterior distribution
and is not limited to band matrices. We also con-
sider an alternative estimator of the stochastic gra-
dient which differs from the “black-box” approach of
Archer et al. (2016) as well as that used by Titsias and
La´zaro-Gredilla (2014) and Kucukelbir et al. (2016). We
demonstrate empirically that this estimator has lower
variance at the mode and is helpful in improving the
stability and precision of the proposed algorithm. This
estimator is inspired by Han et al. (2016), who pro-
pose using Gaussian copulas to accommodate models
whose posteriors are for instance, skewed, heavy-tailed
or multi-modal and hence unsuited to a Gaussian varia-
tional approximation. Our idea of introducing sparsity
via the Cholesky factor of the precision matrix may
prove useful in this context as well. The relationship be-
tween the Laplace and the Gaussian variational approx-
imation is discussed in Opper and Archambeau (2009)
while Challis and Barber (2013) consider some differ-
ent parameterizations in terms of the Cholesky. We do
not consider Laplace approximations (Rue et al., 2009)
in this paper since an important advantage of stochas-
tic gradient methods is they are generally amenable to
sub-sampling, although this is not always straightfor-
ward in complex latent variable models where the local
parameters are dependent.
In Section 2, we review doubly stochastic variational
inference, the approach of Titsias and La´zaro-Gredilla
(2014). Section 3 describes how the optimization prob-
lem can be framed in terms of the precision matrix,
develops the algorithm using alternative gradient esti-
mators and discusses the importance of imposing spar-
sity structure in the precision matrix. The setting of the
learning rate in the stochastic gradient algorithm is dis-
cussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we illustrate how our
approach can be applied to GLMMs and state space
models. The performance of our algorithm is investi-
gated using several real data sets. We conclude with a
discussion of our major results and findings in Section
6.
2 Review on doubly stochastic variational
inference
In this section, we provide some general background
on variational methods and give a brief review of dou-
bly stochastic variational inference (Titsias and La´zaro-
Gredilla, 2014) as we will be considering a modification
of their approach.
For a Bayesian inference problem, let θ denote the
vector of variables, p(θ) be the prior and p(y|θ) the like-
lihood for observed data y. In variational approxima-
tion (see, e.g. Bishop, 2006; Ormerod and Wand, 2010),
an attempt is made to approximate an intractable pos-
terior distribution p(θ|y) ∝ p(θ)p(y|θ) using a member
of some approximating family. Here we will consider a
parametric family with typical element qλ(θ) where λ
denotes variational parameters to be chosen. Minimiza-
tion of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between qλ(θ)
and p(θ|y) with respect to λ can be shown to be equiv-
alent to maximizing a lower bound on the log marginal
likelihood log p(y) (where p(y) =
∫
p(θ)p(y|θ)dθ), and
taking the form
L(λ) =
∫
log
p(θ)p(y|θ)
qλ(θ)
qλ(θ)dθ.
In non-conjugate models, L(λ) will generally not have a
closed form. There has been much recent research con-
cerned with stochastic gradient methods (Robbins and
Monro, 1951) able to optimize L(λ) efficiently in this
situation (Ji et al., 2010; Nott et al., 2012; Paisley et al.,
2012; Kingma and Welling, 2014; Hoffman et al., 2013;
Ranganath et al., 2014; Rezende et al., 2014; Titsias
and La´zaro-Gredilla, 2014, 2015).
The method of Titsias and La´zaro-Gredilla (2014)
(hereafter TL) is one state of the art method which op-
timizes L(λ) using gradient information from the tar-
get distribution. Write h(θ) = p(θ)p(y|θ). In the TL
method, an approximating distribution of the form
q(θ|µ,L) = |L|−1f(L−1(θ − µ))
is assumed (so that λ = (µ,L)) where f is a fixed den-
sity. Here µ is a vector of parameters of dimension d,
where d is the dimension of θ, and L is a d×d lower tri-
angular matrix with positive diagonal elements. If f is
the density of a vector of independent standard normal
random variables then q(θ|µ,L) is normal, N(µ,LLT ),
and the covariance matrix is being parameterized with
L as the Cholesky factor. We will only be considering
the case of a multivariate normal approximation in this
paper.
The lower bound L(λ) = L(µ,L) is an expectation
with respect to q(θ|µ,L), but can be written as an ex-
pectation with respect to the density f . Writing the
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integral in this way (for the purpose of the stochastic
gradient optimization) results in an approach which is
able to effectively use gradient information from the
target log posterior. More precisely, writing Eq(·) for
the expectation with respect to q(θ|µ,L) and Ef (·) for
the expectation with respect to f , we have
L(µ,L) = Eq (log h(θ)− log q(θ|µ,L))
= Ef (log h(µ+ Ls)− log q(µ+ Ls|µ,L))
= Ef (log h(µ+ Ls)) + log |L|+K
(1)
where s = L−1(θ − µ) is distributed according to the
density f and K denotes a term not depending on µ,L.
This approach of applying a transformation θ = µ+Ls
so that the lower bound can be rewritten as an ex-
pectation with respect to a fixed density f that does
not depend on the variational parameters is sometimes
referred to as the “reparameterization trick” (Kingma
and Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014; Titsias and
La´zaro-Gredilla, 2014). The advantage of this approach
is that efficient gradient estimators of L(µ,L) can now
be constructed by sampling s from f instead of θ from
q(θ|µ,L), which has been found to result in estimators
with very high variance (see, e.g. Paisley et al., 2012).
Next, we give expressions for the gradients of
L(µ,L) with respect to µ and L. To explain their deriva-
tion we need some notation first. For a scalar valued
function g(x) of a vector valued argument x, ∇xg(x)
denotes the gradient vector for the function written
as a column vector. Also, for a scalar valued function
g(A) of a matrix A, ∇Ag(A) means vec−1(∇vec(A)g(A))
where, for a d × d square matrix A, vec(A) is the
vector of length d2 obtained by stacking the columns
of A underneath each other, and vec−1 is the inverse
operation that takes a vector of length d2 and cre-
ates a d × d square matrix by filling up the columns
from left to right from the elements of the vector.
In addition, we use the following well known result.
For conformably dimensioned matrices A, B and C,
vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗ A)vec(B). This implies that we
can write Ls = vec(ILs) = (sT ⊗ I)vec(L). Then
∇µEf (log h(µ+ Ls)) = Ef (∇θ log h(µ+ Ls))
and
∇vec(L)Ef (log h(µ+ Ls))
= ∇vec(L)Ef (log h(µ+ (sT ⊗ I)vec(L)))
= Ef ((s⊗ I)∇θ log h(µ+ Ls))
= Ef (vec(∇θh(µ+ Ls)sT )).
(2)
The last line of (2) just says that
∇LEf (log h(µ+ Ls)) = Ef (∇θh(µ+ Ls)sT ). (3)
Note that entries above the diagonal should be
set to zero for the right-hand-side of (3) because
L is lower triangular. For the term log |L| in
L(µ,L), we have ∇µ log |L| = 0 and ∇L log |L| =
diag(1/L11, . . . , 1/Ldd).
Once we have expressions for the derivatives of the
lower bound as expectations with respect to f , we can
estimate these gradients unbiasedly using simulations
from this distribution (typically based on just a single
draw). When the log-likelihood is a sum of a large num-
ber of terms, such as in the case of a very large dataset,
we can subsample the terms and still construct appro-
priate unbiased gradient estimates if we desire (hence
the name “doubly stochastic variational inference”). Al-
gorithm 1 shows the basic stochastic gradient method
of Titsias and La´zaro-Gredilla (2014). The sequence ρt,
t ≥ 1, in the algorithm is a sequence of learning rates
satisfying the Robbins-Monro conditions
∑
t ρt = ∞,∑
t ρ
2
t <∞.
Initialize µ(0) = 0 and T (0) = Id.
For t = 1, . . . , N ,
1. Generate s ∼ N(0, Id).
2. Compute θ(t) = µ(t) + L(t)s.
3. Update µ(t+1) = µ(t) + ρt∇θ log h(θ(t)).
4. Update L(t+1) = L(t)+ρt{∇θ log h(θ(t))sT
+ diag(1/L
(t)
11 , . . . , 1/L
(t)
dd )}. (Entries above
the diagonal are fixed at zero).
Algorithm 1: Doubly stochastic variational inference al-
gorithm of Titsias and La´zaro-Gredilla (2014).
3 Extension to parametrization of the precision
matrix in terms of the Cholesky factor
When the vector of variables θ is high-dimensional, al-
lowing L to be a dense matrix is computationally im-
practical. An alternative is to assume that L is diag-
onal, but that loses any ability to capture dependence
structure of the posterior. Here we consider an alterna-
tive approach where we follow a similar strategy to that
of Titsias and La´zaro-Gredilla (2014), but instead pa-
rameterize the inverse covariance (precision) matrix in
terms of the Cholesky factor and then impose sparsity
on it that reflects conditional independence structure
in the model.
3.1 Model Specification
Consider a model with observations y = (y1, . . . , yn),
latent variables b1, . . . , bn and model parameters η. Let
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θ = [bT1 , . . . , b
T
n , η
T ]T , (4)
denote the vector of all variables. We assume that the
joint distribution can be written in the form
p(y, θ) = p(η)
{
n∏
i=1
p(yi|bi, η)
}
p(b1, . . . , bk|η)
×
{∏
i>k
p(bi, |bi−1, . . . , bi−k, η)
} (5)
for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n. In this model, bi is conditionally
independent of the other latent variables in the poste-
rior distribution p(θ|y) given η and the neighboring k
latent variables.
3.2 Gaussian variational approximation with sparse
precision matrix
We consider the variational approximation (q) of the
posterior to be a multivariate Gaussian distribution
N(µ, T−TT−1), where T is a lower triangular matrix
with positive diagonal entries. With f being the joint
density of a d-vector of independent standard Gaus-
sian variables as before, we can write q(θ|µ, T ) =
|T |f(TT (θ − µ)).
Let Ω denote the precision matrix of the Gaussian
distribution. Then Ω = TTT and hence T is just the
Cholesky factor of Ω. The statistical motivation for im-
posing sparsity on the Cholesky factor of the precision
matrix is as follows. It is well known that for a Gaussian
distribution, Ωij = 0 corresponds to variables i and j
being conditionally independent given the rest. Also, if
Ω = TTT where T is lower triangular, proposition 1 of
Rothman et al. (2010) states that if T is row banded
then Ω possesses the same row banded structure. This
means that imposing sparsity in T can be useful for
reflecting conditional independence relationships in Ω.
For our model in (5), let us partition Ω into blocks
Ωij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n+ 1 according to (4). For the Gaussian
variational approximation to reflect the conditional in-
dependence structure in the posterior, we would like to
have Ωij = 0 for {1 ≤ i, j ≤ n|j < i − k or j > i + k},
with no constraints on the remaining blocks. Write T
for the Cholesky factor partitioned in the same way as
Ω with blocks Tij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n + 1. Since T is lower
triangular, Tij = 0 if i < j and Tii, 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1,
are lower triangular matrices. If Tij = 0 for {1 ≤ j <
i ≤ n|j < i − k}, then TTT has the sparsity we desire
for Ω. The sparsity level of T increases as k decreases.
We elaborate later on how the sparse lower triangu-
lar structure can be exploited in the generation of θ
from the variational posterior and in gradient compu-
tations. This approach is illustrated using generalized
linear mixed models and state space models in Section
5.
3.3 Stochastic gradients
Similar to the previous case we obtain for the lower
bound
L(µ, T ) = Ef (log h(µ+ T−T s)− log q(µ+ T−T s|µ, T ))
= Ef (log h(µ+ T
−T s))− log |T |+K,
(6)
where s = TT (θ − µ) is distributed according to f and
K denotes a constant not depending on µ, T . To obtain
the gradient of L(µ, T ) with respect to µ and T , in
addition to the results mentioned in Section 2, we need
the following result. Denote by dvec(A
−1)
dvec(A) the matrix
where the (i, j)th entry is the partial derivative of the
ith element of vec(A−1) with respect to the jth element
of vec(A). Then
dvec(A−1)
dvec(A)
= −(A−T ⊗A−1).
Similar to before, we have
∇µL = ∇µEf (log h(µ+ T−T s))
= Ef (∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s)).
(7)
Looking at T ,
∇vec(T )Ef (log h(µ+ T−T s))
= Ef
({
dvec(T−1)
dvec(T )
}T
(Id ⊗ s)∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s)
)
= −Ef ((T−1 ⊗ T−T )(Id ⊗ s)∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s))
= −Ef ((T−1 ⊗ T−T s)∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s))
= −Ef (vec(T−T s (∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s))TT−T )),
so that
∇TL = ∇TEf (log h(µ+ T−T s))−∇T log |T |
= −Ef (T−T s(∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s))TT−T )
− diag(1/T11, . . . , 1/Tdd).
(8)
Note that for the first term on the right hand side of
(8), entries above the diagonal should be set to zero
because T is a lower triangular matrix.
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3.4 Alternative estimators of the stochastic gradients
From (7) and (8), unbiased estimators of∇µL and∇TL
are given by
gˆµ,1 = ∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s) and
gˆT,1 = −T−T s(∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s))TT−T )
− diag(1/T11, . . . , 1/Tdd)
respectively, where s is generated from N(0, Id). In de-
riving these estimators, we have evaluated the term
Ef (log q(µ + T
−T s|µ, T )) in the lower bound analyt-
ically. However, alternative estimators can be derived
by approximating this term instead of using its analyt-
ical form. As
∇θ log q(θ) = −TTT (θ − µ) = −Ts,
we have from (6),
∇µL = ∇µEf (log h(µ+ T−T s)− log q(µ+ T−T s))
= Ef (∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s)−∇θ log q(µ+ T−T s))
= Ef (∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s) + Ts).
Similarly,
∇TL = ∇TEf (log h(µ+ T−T s)− log q(µ+ T−T s))
= −Ef (T−T s(∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s)
−∇θ log q(µ+ T−T s))TT−T )
= −Ef (T−T s(∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s) + Ts)TT−T ),
Thus alternative unbiased estimators of ∇µL and ∇TL
are given by
gˆµ,2 = ∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s) + Ts and
gˆT,2 = −T−T s(∇θ log h(µ+ T−T s) + Ts)TT−T .
In our experiments, we observe that the estima-
tors gˆµ,2 and gˆT,2 seem to provide approximations with
lower variance (Salimans and Knowles (2013) and Han
et al. (2016) note related phenomena). As an example,
for the toenail dataset in Section 5.1.2, we compare in
Figure 1 estimates of∇µL given by gˆµ,1 (black) and gˆµ,2
(red) for a subset of the variables. This is done by fix-
ing µ and T at the mode and computing the gradient
estimates of µ at 1000 random variates s ∼ N(0, Id).
Figure 1 shows clearly that there is much greater varia-
tion in the estimates computed using gˆµ,1 as compared
to gˆµ,2. This suggests that using the alternative estima-
tors gˆµ,2 and gˆT,2 will result in a more stable algorithm
with better convergence and greater precision.
Below, we provide some intuition for this observa-
tion. Suppose the density that we are approximating is
close to a Gaussian distribution with mean µ∗ and pre-
cision T ∗T ∗T , that is, h(θ) ≈ N(µ∗, T ∗−TT ∗−1). Then
∇θ log h(θ) ≈ −T ∗T ∗T (T−T s + µ − µ∗). When we are
close to the mode, T ≈ T ∗, µ ≈ µ∗ and
gˆµ,1 ≈ −T ∗s,
gˆT,1 ≈ T ∗−T ssT − diag(1/T ∗11, . . . , 1/T ∗dd),
while
gˆµ,2 ≈ 0, gˆT,2 ≈ 0.
Thus, for gˆµ,2, the contributions to the gradients from
∇θ log h(θ) and ∇θ log q(θ) cancel out. As gˆµ,2 is a fac-
tor of gˆT,2, gˆT,2 ≈ 0 when gˆµ,2 ≈ 0. However, gˆµ,1 and
gˆT,1 are still subjected to the randomness in s around
the mode. Thus we prefer to use the estimators gˆµ,2
and gˆT,2, which do not incur any additional computa-
tion except for the term Ts.
3.5 Uniqueness of the Cholesky factor
We note that in Algorithm 1, the updates of L do not
ensure that the diagonal entries are positive. While this
does not result in any computational issues, we prefer to
add in the following step to ensure that the diagonal en-
tries of T are positive. This helps to ensure uniqueness
of the Cholesky factor and reduces the possibility of
multiple local modes which is an important issue espe-
cially in the high-dimensional problems considered here.
To achieve this aim. We introduce the lower triangular
matrix T ′ where T ′ij = Tij if i 6= j and T ′ii = log(Tii). We
compute the stochastic gradient updates for T ′ whose
entries are unconstrained. The gradient gˆT ′,2 = gˆT,2 for
all non-diagonal entries. Diagonal entries of gˆT ′,2 can be
computed by multiplying the diagonal entries of gˆT,2 by
the diagonal entries of T .
The modification of the doubly stochastic varia-
tional inference algorithm, in terms of the Cholesky fac-
tor of the precision matrix, is summarized in Algorithm
2.
Now let us consider sparsity in the Cholesky factor
T . Suppose some elements of T are fixed at zero. Then
Algorithm 2 remains the same, except that only the
subset of elements of T which are not fixed at zero are
stored and updated. Note that in step 2, if T is a sparse
matrix, we can compute T−T s by solving the linear
system TTx = s for x. This can be done very efficiently
because TT is upper triangular and sparse. Similarly,
in computing the update at step 5, we need to compute
the vector T−1gµ. This can also be computed by solving
the linear system Tx = gµ, which is again easy because
T is a sparse lower triangular matrix. So even in very
high dimensions, if T is appropriately sparse, Algorithm
2 can be implemented in a way that is efficient in terms
of both memory storage requirements and CPU time.
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Fig. 1: Toenail data: estimates of ∇µL given by gˆµ,1 (black) and gˆµ,2 (red) at the mode for a subset of the variables.
Initialize µ(0) = 0, T (0) = Id and T ′(0) = 0.
For t = 1, . . . , N ,
1. Generate s ∼ N(0, Id).
2. Compute θ(t) = µ(t−1) + T (t−1)−T s.
3. Compute g
(t)
µ = ∇θ log h(θ(t)) + T (t−1)s.
4. Update µ(t) = µ(t−1) + ρt g
(t)
µ .
5. Set g
(t)
T ′ = −T (t−1)−T s (T (t−1)−1g(t)µ )T .
6. Set diag(g
(t)
T ′ ) = diag(g
(t)
T ′ ) diag(T (t−1)).
7. Update T ′(t) = T ′(t) + ρt g
(t)
T ′ .
8. Update T (t) = T ′(t).
9. Update diag(T (t)) = exp(diag(T ′(t))).
Algorithm 2: Modified doubly stochastic variational
inference algorithm parameterized in terms of the
Cholesky factor of the precision matrix.
4 Setting the learning rate and stopping
criterion in the stochastic optimization
4.1 Learning rate
The setting of appropriate learning rates in stochas-
tic gradient algorithms is a highly challenging problem.
The choice of learning rate determines not only the rate
of convergence but also the quality of the optimum at-
tained. Learning rates that are too high causes the algo-
rithm to diverge while rates that are too low results in
slow learning and can lead to “apparent convergence”,
a situation where parameters appear to have converged
due to diminishing step-size (see, e.g. Powell, 2011).
Spall (2003) suggests a step-size sequence which satis-
fies the theoretical conditions for convergence (Robbins
and Monro, 1951). This takes the form A1/(t + A2)
A3
where t denotes the iteration, and A1 ≥ 1, A2 ≥ 0 and
0.5 < A3 ≤ 1 are constants to be tuned. However, we
find that it is difficult to hand-tune this learning rate
for use in Algorithm 2, as the problems considered are
high-dimensional in nature and the parameters {µ, T}
converge at different rates. For instance, Titsias and
La´zaro-Gredilla (2014) scaled down the learning rate of
µ by 0.1 when using for L in Algorithm 1. It is also
likely that the parameters have different “scale”, espe-
cially when some of the constrained parameters have
to be transformed to the real line. These considera-
tions increase the need for learning rates that are adap-
tive and parameter-specific. Several adaptive step-size
sequences (e.g. Duchi et al. (2011), Ranganath et al.
(2013), Kucukelbir et al., 2016) have been proposed.
We find that the ADADELTA method (Zeiler, 2012), in
particular, worked very well with Algorithm 2 and we
use it for all the examples. For consistency, we also used
ADADELTA to compute the step-size for Algorithm 1.
While ADADELTA has worked well in our experiments,
we have only worked on a limited number of datasets
and it is likely that other learning rates may yield better
performance. From our observations, the performance
of learning rates tend to be problem-dependent.
The ADADELTA method takes into consideration
the scale of the parameters by incorporating second
order information through a Hessian approximation.
Suppose at iteration t, a parameter x is updated as
x(t) = x(t−1) + ∆x(t), where ∆x(t) = ωg(t)x and g
(t)
x is
the gradient. The step-size ω is computed as
ω =
√
E[∆2x]
(t−1) + √
E[g2x]
(t) + 
, (9)
where E[∆2x]
(t−1) and E[g2x]
(t) are exponentially decay-
ing averages of ∆x(t)
2
and g
(t)
x
2
, and  is a small positive
constant added to ensure the denominator is positive
and the initial step-size is nonzero. The terms E[∆2x]
(t)
and E[g2x]
(t) are updated as
E[∆2x]
(t) = ρE[∆2x]
(t−1) + (1− ρ)∆(t)x
2
and
E[g2x]
(t) = ρE[g2x]
(t−1) + (1− ρ)g(t)x
2
at each iteration where ρ is a decaying constant.
The motivation of this approach comes from Newton-
Raphson algorithms where it is well known that the
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inverse of the Hessian matrix provides an optimal
or near-optimal step-size sequence (see, e.g. Spall,
2003). ADADELTA approximates the Hessian by tak-
ing 1f ′′(x) ≈ ∆xf ′(x) , hence the form of ω in (9). To apply
ADADELTA, we modify Algorithm 2 as outlined below.
Note that the step-size for µ and T are different. As T
Initialize µ(0) = 0, T (0) = Id, T ′(0) = 0,
E[g2µ]
(0) = E[∆2µ]
(0) = 0, E[g2T ′ ]
(0) = E[∆2T ′ ]
(0) = 0.
For t = 1, . . . , N ,
1. Generate s ∼ N(0, Id).
2. θ(t) = µ(t−1) + T (t−1)−T s.
3. g
(t)
µ = ∇θ log h(θ(t)) + T (t−1)s .
4. Accumulate gradient E[g2µ]
(t) = ρE[g2µ]
(t−1)+(1−ρ)g(t)µ 2.
5. Compute change ∆
(t)
µ =
√
E[∆2
µ
](t−1)+√
E[g2
µ
](t)+
g
(t)
µ
6. Accumulate change
E[∆2µ]
(t) = ρE[∆2µ]
(t−1) + (1− ρ)∆(t)µ 2.
7. µ(t) = µ(t−1) +∆(t)µ
8. g
(t)
T ′ = −T (t−1)−T s(T (t−1)−1g(t)µ )T .
9. Set diag(g
(t)
T ′ ) = diag(g
(t)
T ′ ) diag(T (t−1)).
10. Accumulate gradient
E[g2T ′ ]
(t) = ρE[g2T ′ ]
(t−1) + (1− ρ)g(t)T ′
2
.
11. Compute change ∆
(t)
T ′ =
√
E[∆2
T ′ ]
(t−1)+√
E[g2
T ′ ]
(t)+
g
(t)
T ′
12. Accumulate change
E[∆2T ′ ]
(t) = ρE[∆2T ′ ]
(t−1) + (1− ρ)∆(t)T
2
.
13. T ′(t) = T ′(t−1) +∆(t)T ′ .
14. Update T (t) = T ′(t).
15. Update diag(T (t)) = exp(diag(T ′(t))).
Algorithm 2 with ADADELTA.
is a sparse matrix, we find that it is more efficient to
perform steps 8–12 in vector-form and to store only the
non-zero elements of g
(t)
T , ∆
(t)
T , E[g
2
T ′ ]
(t), E[∆2T ′ ]
(t). We
let  = 10−6 and ρ = 0.95, the setting recommended by
Zeiler (2012). We note that Algorithm 2 is more sensi-
tive to ρ when the estimators gˆµ,1 and gˆT,1 are used as
compared to the alternative estimators gˆµ,2 and gˆT,2.
4.2 Stopping Criterion
In variational algorithms, the lower bound is commonly
used as an objective function to check for convergence.
When the updates are deterministic, the lower bound
is guaranteed to increase after each cycle and the algo-
rithm can be terminated when the increase in the lower
bound is negligible. In Algorithms 1 and 2, the updates
are stochastic and so the lower bound is not guaran-
teed to increase at each iteration. Computing the lower
bounds in (1) and (6) also requires evaluating the expec-
tations with respect to the variational approximation q.
It is straightforward, however, to obtain an unbiased es-
timate of the lower bound at each iteration. Let s be a
random variate generated from N(0, Id). From (1), an
unbiased estimate of the lower bound for Algorithm 1
is given by
Lˆ = log h(µ+ Ls)− log q(µ+ Ls|µ,L)
= log h(µ+ Ls) +
d
2
log(2pi) + log |L|+ 1
2
sT s
Similarly, an unbiased estimate of the lower bound for
Algorithm 2 is given by
Lˆ = log h(µ+ T−T s) + d
2
log(2pi)− log |T |+ 1
2
sT s.
Here we do not evaluate the expectation of the last
term 12s
T s analytically so that the randomness in s will
cancel out between the first and the last term when we
are close to the mode (see similar argument is given in
Section 3.4).
As the estimate Lˆ is stochastic, we consider instead
the average of Lˆ over the past F iterations, say L¯, to
minimize variability. We compute L¯ after every F it-
erations and keep a record of the maximum value of
L¯ attained thus far, say L¯max. The algorithm is termi-
nated when L¯ falls below L¯max more than M consecu-
tive times. This may imply either that the algorithm has
converged and hence the lower bound estimates are just
bouncing around or the algorithm is diverging and the
estimates of the lower bound are deteriorating. We say
that the algorithm is “diverging” if L¯ is tending towards
−∞. In Section 5, we adopt rather conservative values
of F = 2500 and M = 3 to avoid the dangers of stop-
ping prematurely (see, e.g. Booth and Hobert, 1999).
Alternative stopping criteria can also be constructed
by examining the relative change in the parameter up-
dates from successive iterations or the magnitude of the
gradients of the parameters (see, e.g. Spall, 2003).
5 Applications
In this section, we illustrate how we can impose spar-
sity in T via Algorithm 2 using appropriate posterior
conditional independence relationships for generalized
linear mixed models (GLMMs) and state space models
(SSMs). We code Algorithms 1 and 2 in Julia Version
0.5.0 (http://julialang.org/) and make use of its
functions for sparse matrix representations to store and
perform operations on high-dimensional sparse matri-
ces efficiently.
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Size ADVI (Stan) Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2
(n) mean-field unrestricted mean-field unrestricted
Epilepsy (Model I) 59 2 1 7 (350) 18 (400) 20 (725)
Epilepsy (Model II) 59 4 4 9 (350) 45 (550) 32 (850)
Toenail 294 4 15 18 (150) 135 (325) 88 (650)
Polypharmacy 500 7 74 30 (150) 262 (250) 56 (225)
GBP/USD exchange rate 945 10 diverge 10 (600) diverge 43 (750)
DEM/USD exchange rate 1866 18 diverge 23 (700) diverge 77 (700)
Table 1: Runtime (in seconds) of ADVI (Stan) and Algorithms 1 and 2 (Julia) for datasets of different sizes. The
number of iterations (in hundreds) used in Algorithms 1 and 2 are given in brackets.
We compare the variational approximations with
posteriors obtained through long runs of MCMC (re-
garded as ground-truth). In all examples, fitting via
MCMC was performed in RStan (http://mc-stan.
org/interfaces/rstan) and the same priors are used
in MCMC and variational approximations. For MCMC,
we use 50,000 iterations in each example and the first
half is discarded as burn-in. A thinning factor of 5 was
applied and the remaining 5000 samples are used to
estimate the posterior density.
We note that Algorithm 1 can also be readily imple-
mented in Stan using automatic differentiation varia-
tional inference (ADVI, Kucukelbir et al., 2016). Hence
we have also included the results from ADVI for com-
parison. However, there are some differences between
our implementation of Algorithm 1 in Julia and that in
Stan, namely, the learning rate and stopping criterion
are different and we impose the additional restriction
that the diagonal elements in L must be positive.
Table 1 shows the runtimes for ADVI and Algo-
rithms 1 and 2 for the datasets considered in this sec-
tion. We use the terms “mean-field” to refer to the case
where L is a diagonal matrix and “unrestricted” when
L is a full lower triangular matrix. All experiments are
run on a Intel Core i5 CPU@ 3.20GHz 8.0GB Ram.
5.1 Generalized linear mixed models
Here we consider GLMMs where yi = (yi1, . . . , yini)
T
is the set of responses for the ith subject, Xij and Zij
are vectors of predictors for yij , µij = E(yij), and g(·)
is a smooth invertible link function. Let
g(µij) = X
T
ijβ + Z
T
ijbi for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , ni,
bi ∼ N(0, G) for i = 1, . . . , n,
β ∼ N(0, σ2βIk),
where β is a vector of fixed effects parameters and bi
is a random effect for the ith subject. Here we con-
sider binary responses, where yij ∼ Bernoulli(µij) with
the logit link function g(µij) = log
µij
1−µij , and count
responses, where yij ∼ Poisson(µij) with the log link
function g(µij) = log(µij). Variational methods have
been considered for efficient computation in GLMMs
by Ormerod and Wand (2012); Tan and Nott (2013,
2014); Lee and Wand (2016a,b), among others.
We parameterize the elements of the random effects
covariance matrix G so that they are unconstrained and
so that a normal variational posterior approximation is
reasonable. Let G = WWT , where W , the Cholesky
factor of G, is a p × p lower triangular matrix with
positive diagonal entries. Let W ∗ denote the matrix
for which W ∗ii = log(Wii) and W
∗
ij = Wij if i 6= j.
Write ζ = vech(W ∗), where vech is the operation that
transforms the lower triangular part of a square ma-
trix into a vector by stacking elements below the di-
agonal column by column. We assume a normal prior,
ζ ∼ N(0, σ2ζIp(p+1)/2).
The vector of variables in the model is given by θ
as defined in (4), where η = (βT , ζT )T and the length
of θ is d = pn + k + p(p + 1)/2. The joint distribution
can be written as
p(y, θ) = h(θ) = p(β)p(ζ)
n∏
i=1
p(bi|ζ)
ni∏
j=1
p(yij |β, bi)
 .
For this model, note that bi and bj are conditionally
independent in the posterior distribution for i 6= j given
η. For the GLMM, the sparsity structure imposed on
T and hence Ω is illustrated in (10). Our Algorithm 2
can efficiently learn a T with such a structure.
T =

T11 0 . . . 0 0
0 T22 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . Tnn 0
Tn+1,1 Tn+1,2 . . . Tn+1,n Tn+1,n+1
 ,
Ω =

Ω11 0 . . . 0 Ω1,n+1
0 Ω22 . . . 0 Ω2,n+1
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . Ωnn Ωn,n+1
Ωn+1,1 Ωn+1,2 . . . Ωn+1,n Ωn+1,n+1

(10)
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For the GLMM, using a full rank lower triangular ma-
trix L in Algorithm 1 requires updates of O(n2p2) ele-
ments at each iteration while Algorithm 2 only requires
O(np2) updates (assuming k and p are small). Hence
the efficiency of Algorithm 2 as compared to Algorithm
1 (unrestricted) increases rapidly with the number of
subjects in the dataset as can be seen from Table 1.
There is only a slight computational overhead in us-
ing Algorithm 2 as compared to a diagonal matrix L in
Algorithm 1, which requires O(np) updates. However,
Algorithm 2 reflects the posterior dependency structure
and hence has the potential to provide better estimates.
Next, we investigate the performance of Algorithm 2 on
several data sets. We set σ2β = σ
2
ζ = 100 throughout.
The gradient of log h(θ) is derived in Appendix A.
5.1.1 Epilepsy data
The epilepsy data of Thall and Vail (1990) includes
n = 59 epileptics who were randomized to a new drug,
progabide (Trt=1) or a placebo (Trt=0) in a clinical
trial. The response is given by the number of seizures
patients have during four follow-up periods. Other co-
variates include the logarithm of age (Age), the loga-
rithm of 14 the number of baseline seizures (Base), Visit
(coded as Visit1 = −0.3, Visit2 = −0.1, Visit3 = 0.1
and Visit4 = 0.3), and a binary variable V4 which is
1 for the fourth visit and 0 otherwise. We center the
covariate Age and replace Agei by Agei −mean(Age).
Consider the following two models from Breslow and
Clayton (1993). Model I is a Poisson random intercept
model where
logµij = β0 + βBaseBasei + βTrtTrti + βAgeAgei
+ βBase×TrtBasei×,Trti + βV4V4ij + bi
for i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., 4. Model II is a Poisson random
intercept and slope model where
logµij = β0 + βBaseBasei + βTrtTrti + βAgeAgei
+ βBase×TrtBasei × Trti + βVisitVisitij
+ bi1 + bi2Visitij
for i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., 4.
We apply ADVI and Algorithms 1 and 2 on these
two models. Runtimes are given in Table 1 and the esti-
mated marginal posteriors of β and ζ are shown in Fig-
ure 2. Algorithm 1 (mean-field) converged quickly for
both models while the runtime of Algorithm 1 (unre-
stricted) doubled with the inclusion of a second random
effect. For this dataset, Algorithm 2 performed better
than the mean-field and unrestricted approximations.
It produces very good approximations of the marginal
posteriors of β, but is overconfident in estimating the
marginal posteriors of ζ in Model II. The variational
posteriors from Algorithm 1 (mean-field) are accurate
in the mean but the variance is underestimated, quite
severely in some cases.
Figure 3 shows the iterates of the mean parameter µ
corresponding to β and ζ and the averaged lower bound
(L¯) for Model II. For Algorithm 1 (unrestricted), it ap-
pears that some of the parameters have yet to stabilize
even though the lower bound has reached stationarity.
5.1.2 Toenail data
This dataset compares two oral anti-fungal treatments
for toenail infection (De Backer et al., 1998) and con-
tains information for 294 patients who are evaluated at
seven visits. Some patients did not attend all planned
visits and there were a total of 1908 measurements. The
patients were randomized into two treatment groups,
one receiving 250 mg of terbinafine per day (Trt=1)
and the other 200 mg of itraconazole per day (Trt=0).
The time in months (t) that they arrived for visits was
recorded and the binary response variable (onycholysis)
indicates the degree of separation of the nail plate from
the nail-bed (0 if none or mild, 1 if moderate or severe).
We consider the logistic random intercept model,
logit(µij) = β0 +βTrtTrti+βttij +βTrt×tTrti× tij +ui,
for i = 1, ..., 294, 1 ≤ j ≤ 7.
Figure 4 shows the variational posteriors estimated
by ADVI and Algorithms 1 and 2. The estimates from
Algorithm 2 are closer to that of MCMC than the un-
restricted and mean-field approximations of ADVI and
Algorithm 1. Table 1 indicates that the runtime of Al-
gorithm 1 (unrestricted) is about 1.5 times that of Algo-
rithm 2 even though the number of iterations required
is halved.
5.1.3 Polypharmacy data
The polypharmacy data set (Hosmer et al., 2013)
is available at http://www.umass.edu/statdata/
statdata/stat-logistic.html and it contains data
on 500 subjects studied over seven years. The re-
sponse is whether the subject is taking drugs from 3
or more different groups. We consider the covariates,
Gender = 1 if male and 0 if female, Race = 0 if sub-
ject is white and 1 otherwise, Age, and the following
binary indicators for the number of outpatient mental
health visits, MHV 1=1 if 1 ≤ MHV ≤ 5, MHV 2=1
if if 6 ≤ MHV ≤ 14 and MHV 3=1 if MHV ≥ 15. Let
INPTMHV = 0 if there were no inpatient mental health
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Fig. 2: Epilepsy data: posterior distributions of β and ζ estimated using ADVI (dotted, blue for mean-field and
green for unrestricted), Algorithm 1 (blue for mean-field and green for unrestricted), Algorithm 2 (red) and MCMC
(black) for Model I (first two rows) and Model II (last two rows).
visits and 1 otherwise. We consider a logistic random
intercept model (see Hosmer et al., 2013) of the form
logit(µij) = β0 + β1Genderi + β2Racei + β3Ageij
+ β4MHV 1ij + β5MHV 2ij + β6MHV 3ij
+ β7INPTMHVij + ui,
for i = 1, . . . , 500, j = 1, . . . , 7.
We apply ADVI and Algorithms 1 and 2 to this
model. From Table 1, the increase in runtime of Al-
gorithm 1 (unrestricted) due to the larger number of
subjects as compared to the toenail dataset is evident.
The runtime of Algorithm 1 (unrestricted) is about 4.7
times that of Algorithm 2 while the runtime of Algo-
rithm 2 is only slightly longer than that of Algorithm
1 (mean-field). From Figure 5, Algorithm 2 provided a
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Fig. 3: Epilepsy data: Mean (µ) iterates corresponding to β and ζ and the averaged lower bound (L¯) from Algorithm
1 with unrestricted lower triangular matrix L (green) and Algorithm 2 (red) for Model II.
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Fig. 4: Toenail data: posterior distributions of β and ζ estimated using ADVI (dotted, blue for mean-field and
green for unrestricted), Algorithm 1 (blue for mean-field and green for unrestricted), Algorithm 2 (red) and MCMC
(black).
very good approximation of the marginal posteriors of
β but there is some underestimation of the mean and
standard deviation of ζ1.
5.2 State space models
Here we consider the stochastic volatility model widely
used in modeling financial time series (see, e.g. Harvey
et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1998), which is an example of
a non-linear state space model. The observations yt are
generated from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with
a variance stochastically evolving over time. The unob-
served log-volatility bt is modeled as an AR(1) process
with Gaussian disturbances. Let
yt ∼ N(0, exp(λ+ σbt)) for t = 1, . . . , n,
b1 ∼ N(0, 1/(1− φ2)),
bt+1 ∼ N(φbt, 1) for t = 2, . . . , n,
(11)
where λ ∈ R, σ > 0 and 0 < φ < 1. In (11), yt is
the mean-corrected return at time t and bt is assumed
to follow a stationary process with b1 drawn from the
stationary distribution. We transform the constrained
parameters to the real space by letting σ = exp(α) and
φ = exp(ψ)exp(ψ)+1 , where α,ψ ∈ R. Assume normal priors,
α ∼ N(0, σ2α), λ ∼ N(0, σ2λ) and ψ ∼ N(0, σ2ψ). The
set of variables is given by θ = (b1, . . . , bn, η
T )T , where
η = (α, λ, ψ), and the joint distribution is given by
p(y, θ) = h(θ) = p(α)p(λ)p(ψ)p(b1|ψ)
×
{
n∏
t=1
p(yt|bt, λ, α)
}{
n−1∏
t=1
p(bt−1|bt, ψ)
}
.
(12)
From (12), bt is conditionally independent of all other
states in the posterior distribution given η and the
neighboring states. Hence, we can take advantage of
Gaussian variational approximation with sparse precision matrices 13
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Fig. 5: Polypharmacy data: posterior distributions of β and ζ estimated using ADVI (dotted, blue for mean-field
and green for unrestricted), Algorithm 1 (blue for mean-field and green for unrestricted), Algorithm 2 (red) and
MCMC (black) .
this conditional independence in the variational ap-
proximation q(θ) = N(µ,Ω). By setting Tij = 0,
1 ≤ j < i − 1 < n, TTT has the sparsity we desire
for Ω. This sparse structure is illustrated in (13).
T =

T11 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
T21 T22 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 T32 T33 . . . 0 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
0 0 0 . . . Tn−1,n−1 0 0
0 0 0 . . . Tn,n−1 Tn,n 0
Tn+1,1 Tn+1,2 Tn+1,3 . . . Tn+1,n−1 Tn+1,n Tn+1,n+1

(13)
For the SSM, the number of parameters to update in
each iteration of Algorithm 1 (unrestricted) is O(n2)
while Algorithm 2 only requires O(n) updates (similar
to Algorithm 1 mean-field). This is an important factor
to consider in SSMs as the number of observations in a
time series over a long period may be large.
Next, we illustrate Algorithm 2 using two sets of
exchange rate data which is available from the dataset
“Garch” in the R package Ecdat. We compute the
mean-corrected response {yt} from the exchange rates
{rt} as
yt = 100×
{
log(rt/rt−1)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
log(ri/ri−1)
}
.
The gradient of log h(θ) is derived in Appendix B.
5.2.1 GBP/USD exchange rate data
Here we consider daily observations of the weekday
exchange rates of the U.S. Dollar against the British
Pound from 1st October 1981 to 28th June 1985. This
dataset has been considered by Harvey et al. (1994),
Kim et al. (1998) and Durbin and Koopman (2012).
The number of responses is n = 945. Applying ADVI
and Algorithms 1 and 2 to this dataset, the resulting
variational posteriors are shown in Figure 6. We note
that Algorithm 1 (unrestricted) diverges as the aver-
aged lower bound L¯ is deteriorating and tending to-
wards −∞. ADVI (unrestricted) also fails to converge.
The mean-field approximations of ADVI and Algorithm
1 have difficulty in capturing the means of α and ψ and
only manage to capture the mean of λ. Algorithm 2 was
able to capture the means with reasonable accuracy but
there is underestimation in the variance of α and ψ.
Figure 7 shows the mean (solid lines) and 1 standard
deviation intervals (dotted lines) of the log volatility
bt at each time point estimated using Algorithm 2 and
MCMC. Algorithm 2 was able to capture the means
very accurately but there is some underestimation of
the standard deviation.
5.2.2 DEM /USD exchange rate data
Next, we consider the entire series of weekday ex-
change rates of the U.S. Dollar against the German
Deutschemark from 2nd January 1980 to 21st June 1987
available in “Garch”. This is a much larger dataset with
n = 1866 responses. We apply ADVI and Algorithms 1
and 2 to this dataset. The unrestricted approximations
of ADVI and Algorithm 1 fail to converge again. The
approximations of Algorithm 2 improved from the pre-
vious dataset and the underestimation of the standard
14 Linda S. L. Tan, David J. Nott
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Fig. 6: GBP/USD exchange rate data: posterior distributions of {α, λ, ψ} estimated using ADVI (dotted, blue for
mean-field), Algorithm 1 (blue for mean-field), Algorithm 2 (red) and MCMC (black).
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Fig. 7: GBP/USD exchange rate data: Mean (solid line) and 1 standard deviation intervals (dotted lines) of log
volatility bt estimated using Algorithm 2 (red) and MCMC (black).
deviation was less severe. As in the previous case, the
mean field approximations of ADVI and Algorithm 1
had difficulty in capturing the means of α and ψ. Figure
9 shows the mean and 1 standard deviation intervals of
the log volatility bt. For this dataset, Algorithm 2 cap-
tured both the mean and standard deviation of the log
volatility accurately.
6 Conclusion
In this article, we propose parameterizing the preci-
sion matrix in a Gaussian variational approximation in
terms of the Cholesky factor and performing optimiza-
tion using stochastic gradient methods. This approach
enables us to impose sparsity in the precision matrix so
as to reflect conditional independence structure in the
posterior distribution appropriately. We also propose
improved estimators of the stochastic gradient, which
have lower variance and which are helpful in increasing
the stability and precision of the algorithm. We illus-
trate how our approach can be applied to generalized
linear mixed models and state space models. Our exper-
imental results indicate that imposing sparsity in the
precision matrix reduces the computational complex-
ity of the problem greatly without having to assume
independence among the model parameters. This also
helps to improve the accuracy of the posterior approx-
imations. We note that Algorithm 2 performs better
than the unrestricted approximations of ADVI and Al-
gorithm 1 on several occasions even though there are
lesser constraints in the unrestricted approximations.
This may be due to the difficulties associated with
such high-dimensional optimization. In using a Gaus-
sian variational approximation, all constrained param-
eters have to be transformed to the real line and we
observed sensitivity towards the transformations being
used as well as the way the model is being parameter-
ized. These are important areas for future work.
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Appendix A Gradients for generalized linear
mixed models
For the GLMM described in Section 5.1, we have
log h(θ) =
n∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
log p(yij |β, bi) +
n∑
i=1
log p(bi|ζ)
+ log p(β) + log p(ζ)
=
∑
i,j
{yij(XTijβ + ZTijbi)− h1(XTijβ + ZTijbi)}
− n log |W | − 1
2
n∑
i=1
bTi W
−TW−1bi
− 1
2σ2β
βTβ − 1
2σ2ζ
ζT ζ + C,
where C is a constant not dependent on θ. For
the logistic GLMM, h1(x) = log{1 + exp(x)}
while for the Poisson GLMM, h1(x) =
exp(x). The gradient of log h(θ) is given by
[∇b1 log h(θ), . . . ,∇bn log h(θ),∇β log h(θ),∇ζ log h(θ)],
where
∇bi log h(θ) =
ni∑
j=1
{yij − h′1(XTijβ + ZTijbi)}Zij
−W−TW−1bi, for i = 1, . . . , n,
∇β log h(θ) =
n∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
{yij − h′1(XTijβ + ZTijbi)}Xij
− 1
σ2β
β,
∇ζ log h(θ) = −n1diag(W ) + 1ζ  vech(A)− 1
σ2ζ
ζ.
(14)
In (14), A =
∑n
i=1W
−TW−1bibTi W
−T with all entries
above the diagonal set to zero and 1diag(W ) and 1ζ are
vectors of length p(p+ 1)/2. We define the ith element
of 1diag(W ) as 1 if the ith element of ζ correspond to a
diagonal element of W and 0 otherwise. On the other
hand, the ith element of 1ζ is exp(ζi) if ζi corresponds
to a diagonal element of W and 1 otherwise. For the
logistic GLMM, h′1(x) = {1 + exp(−x)}−1 and for the
Poisson GLMM, h′1(x) = exp(x). More details on the
derivation of the gradients are given below.
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As log |W | = ∑pi=1W ∗ii, ∇ζ log |W | = 1diag(W ). For
the term − 12
∑n
i=1 b
T
i W
−TW−1bi,
d bTi W
−TW−1bi
= −{bTi W−T (dWT )W−TW−1bi
+ bTi W
−TW−1(dW )W−1bi}
= −{(bTi W−TW−1 ⊗ bTi W−T )vec(dWT )
+ (bTi W
−T ⊗ bTi W−TW−1)vec(dW )}
= −{(bTi W−TW−1 ⊗ bTi W−T )Kp
+ (bTi W
−T ⊗ bTi W−TW−1)}vec(dW )
= −{(bTi W−TW−1 ⊗ bTi W−T )Kp
+K1(b
T
i W
−TW−1 ⊗ bTi W−T )Kp}dvec(W )
= −2(bTi W−TW−1 ⊗ bTi W−T )Kpdvec(W )
= −2vec(W−1bibTi W−TW−1)TKpdvec(W )
= −2vec(W−TW−1bibTi W−T )Tdvec(W ),
where Kp denotes the p
2×p2 commutation matrix. Let
A =
∑n
i=1W
−TW−1bibTi W
−T with all entries above
the diagonal set to zero. As W is a lower triangular
matrix,
∇vec(W )(−1
2
n∑
i=1
bTi W
−TW−1bi) = vec(A).
Moreover,
dvec(W ) = Dpdvech(W ) = Dpdiag(1ζ)dζ,
whereDp is the p(p+1)/2×1 duplication matrix. There-
fore, using chain rule
∇ζ(−1
2
n∑
i=1
bTi W
−TW−1bi) = diag(1ζ)DTp vec(A)
= 1ζ  vech(A+AT − dgA)
= 1ζ  vech(A),
where dgA is a diagonal matrix with diagonal equal to
the diagonal of A. The last line follows because A is a
lower triangular matrix.
Appendix B Gradients for state space model
For the stochastic volatility model in (12),
log h(θ) = −nλ
2
− e
α
2
n∑
t=1
bt − 1
2
n∑
t=1
y2t exp(−λ− eαbt)
− 1
2
n−1∑
t=1
(bt+1 − φbt)2 + 1
2
log(1− φ2)
− 1
2
(1− φ2)b21 −
α2
2σ2α
− λ
2
2σ2λ
− ψ
2
2σ2ψ
+ C,
where C is a constant independent of θ. The gradient
∇θ log h(θ) can be computed from the following com-
ponents.
∇b1 log h(θ) = −(1− φ2)b1 + φ(h2 − φb1)−
eα
2
+
eα
2
y21 exp(−λ− eαb1),
∇bt log h(θ) = φ(bt+1 − φbt)− (bt − φbt−1)−
eα
2
+
eα
2
y2t exp(−λ− eαbt) for 1 < t < n,
∇bn log h(θ) = −(bn − φhn−1)−
eα
2
+
eα
2
y2n exp(−λ− eαbn),
∇α log h(θ) = 1
2
n∑
t=1
y2t bt exp(α− λ− eαbt)
− e
α
2
n∑
t=1
bt − α
σ2α
,
∇λ log h(θ) = −n
2
+
1
2
n∑
t=1
y2t exp(−λ− eαbt)−
λ
σ2λ
,
∇ψ log h(θ) =
{
φb21 −
φ
(1− φ2) +
n−1∑
t=1
(bt+1 − φbt)ht
}
× e
ψ
(eψ + 1)2
− ψ
σ2ψ
.
